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The Texas Legislature has adjourned for the 2015 session! Senate Bill 1168 (Sen. Royce West) was passed, creating many changes for property owners associations (POAs). Unless otherwise noted, all new laws discussed below become effective September 1, 2015.

This update will summarize some of the more important aspects of Senate Bill 1168 and other bills that passed this session that affect both HOAs and condominium associations. This update also briefly summarizes some of the bills that were not passed but would have affected HOAs and Condo associations.

**Action items for POAs as a result of the new laws are noted in the boxes below.**

**Important Legislation Passed This Session:**

**HOA VOTING AND ELECTIONS:**

*Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).*

The new law makes several changes to the procedures and requirements for voting and elections. Some of the more important changes are:

*HOAs only need to provide one method of voting to owners, but must in all cases make voting available by either absentee or proxy ballot.

*Secret voting (unsigned ballots) is now allowed if and only if the HOA adopts rules addressing secret ballots, including rules to help ensure owners only cast the number of votes they are entitled to cast. Further, if secret voting is used for a board member election, each candidate must be allowed to name one person to observe ballot counting but that person is not allowed see the names on the ballots.

**Action item:** If your HOA is interested in secret (unsigned) ballots for enhanced privacy, talk to your HOA attorney about drafting rules regarding secret ballots. (But keep in mind that “regular” ballots are private – by law no one is legally entitled to see the ballots except the vote tabulators.)

Make sure you understand the law regarding election observers so that you can comply with this requirement at future elections.

*Floor nominations in election meetings do not invalidate previously-cast absentee or proxy ballots.

*Demands for recounts must follow a specific timeline. The new law provides very clear steps to follow.

*The tabulator of a vote or a recount cannot disclose how individual owners voted unless required to do so by Court order. (Ballots are secret – owners are not entitled to see them and the HOA is prohibited from allowing owners to see them).

*Unless required by the HOA’s deed restrictions, an association meeting is not necessary for a vote of owners but all owners must be given notice of a vote at least 20 days before the ballot is due.

*Written ballots (either signed or secret) are no longer required for every vote, but they are required for the following votes:
votes not taken at a meeting, votes in an election to fill a board position, votes for a proposed amendment of dedicatory instruments, votes for an increase in assessments or adoption of special assessments, and votes for the proposed removal of a board member.

*The new law clarifies that declaration amendments can only be voted on by those entitled to vote on the amendment. This means that only owners who are members of a sub-association, and not other members of the master associations who don’t live in that area, can vote on amendments to that sub association’s declaration.

*If an HOA has more than 100 lots, a notice must be sent to owners soliciting candidates for members of the board. The notice must contain certain statutory language and must be sent at least 10 days before ballots are sent or made available to owners for voting. All names of eligible owners who request to be on the ballot must be put on the ballot.

Action item: If your HOA is required to solicit candidates under the statute, be sure that a solicitation for candidates is sent at least 10 days prior to your next board member election. Your POA attorney can further explain the notice requirements including the required method of notice, and help prepare the notice to ensure compliance with the new law.

HOA BOARD MEETING TOPICS THAT REQUIRE 72-HOUR OWNER NOTICE:
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

SB 1168 makes several additions to the list of board discussions and votes that require a 72-hour noticed board meeting. Currently, votes on fines, initiation of enforcement action, and five other items – all of these votes must be had at board meetings. The new law expands this list of 7 to a list of 14. The new law also gives greater freedom for votes to be taken outside of a 72-hour noticed meeting.

Board votes or discussions on the following topics may only be had at a 72-hour owner-noticed board meeting (these topics are in addition to the 7 items that already had to be discussed or voted on at an open meeting):

*lending or borrowing money;

*adoption or amendment of a dedicatory instrument, including adoption or amendment of rules;

*approval of an annual budget or approval of an increase of greater than 10% of an annual budget;

*sale or purchase of real property;

*filling of a vacancy on the Board;

*construction of capitol improvements (but not the repair, replacement, or enhancement of an existing capitol improvement); and

*election of an officer.

Action item: Make sure that 72-hour prior notice of a board meeting is given to owners if the board will possibly discuss or vote on any of the 14 topics in the statute.

HOA BOARD MEETINGS HELD ELECTRONICALLY OR TELEPHONICALLY:
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

The new law allows for all board meetings (including 72-hour owner-noticed board meetings) to be held telephonically or electronically. When a 72-hour owner-noticed board meeting will be held either electronically or telephonically, the new law requires that the notice to owners include instructions on how to listen to the meeting (using the same electronic or telephone method that any of the board members are using). Remember, the law does not require that owners be able to speak at these meetings, just that they can hear the board members.

* Board members are now allowed to discuss and vote on any issue not on the “14” list outlined above without providing 72 hour prior notice to owners, so long as the action is summarized orally and put in the minutes of the next 72-hour noticed board meeting. If the board takes action, including voting, without a 72-hour noticed board meeting, each board member must be given an opportunity to express his opinion to all other board members.
**Action item:** This is a great time-efficiency benefit to managers and board members – every board vote except for votes or discussions on the “14” list can now be done via email or phone. You may wish to adjust the board’s meeting schedule accordingly, and may wish to consider changes to the bylaws if the bylaws require monthly board meetings for example. Talk to your POA attorney for more details on the legal requirements for board voting by email or conference call.

**HOA Board Members Eligibility:**
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

The new law includes a new option for HOAs to limit eligibility for board membership.

*HOAs may adopt bylaws requiring some, but not all, of the board members to be residents of the subdivision.

**Action item:** If you want to require that board members be residents of the subdivision, talk to your POA attorney about amending your bylaws.

**HOA Enforcement Actions:**
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

The new law makes several amendments to HOA procedures for taking enforcement action for violations of the governing documents.

*The bill now defines two types of violations – those that are curable in nature and those that are not. Some examples of curable violations include parking violations, maintenance violations, failure to construct improvements in accordance with approved plans, and ongoing noise violations such as a barking dog. Uncurable violations include shooting fireworks, noise violations that are not ongoing (such as a loud party), property damage, removal or alteration of landscaping, and holding a garage sale or other prohibited event.

Uncurable violations also include those that pose a risk to the health and safety of other residents. If a violation is uncurable, the “209” notice sent to the owner no longer has to give the owner an opportunity to cure the violation.

*Violation notification letters for curable violations must include a specific date by which the owner has to cure the violation (and not just a number of days).

*For (curable) repeat violations, if an owner has been given notice and an opportunity to cure the same violation in the previous six months HOAs are no longer required to send additional notice to the owner before taking enforcement action.

**Action item:** Contact your POA attorney to ensure that your violation notices and violation procedures are compliant with the new law. Many POA rules are now drafted to mirror the current (soon to be old) statutory requirements of notice and opportunity to cure in all cases. These rules will likely need to be amended in order to take advantage of the new law’s language regarding uncurable violations.

**HOA Payment Plans:**
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

HOAs are now allowed, but not required, to offer payment plans longer than 18 months. HOAs are now specifically given the discretion to not offer payment plans after the 30-day period to cure under 209.0064 has expired.

**Action item:** We recommend a review and update of all payment plan rules.

**HOA Foreclosures:**
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

Current law requires that HOAs provide notice to junior lienholders of an opportunity to cure the owner’s delinquency at least 60 days before the HOA initiates a foreclosure action. Under the new law, HOAs may also, but are not required to, send the same notice to a senior lienholder. Also, anytime an HOA has the authority to use the expedited foreclosure process they are also given the discretion to file a lawsuit for foreclosure instead.
HOA OWNER NOTICES:
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

The new law allows, but does not require, HOAs to offer owners alternative methods of receiving notices from the association, such as by email. Owners must elect to receive notices via the new method and HOAs cannot force owners to make that election.

Action item: Talk to your POA attorney about offering new methods of notice to owners if your POA is interested in sending notices via email.

HOA LEASING:
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

This new law prohibits HOAs from requiring an owner to submit any specific tenant/tenant information for approval by the HOA (HOAs should not be in the tenant approval business anyway in our opinion). HOAs can also no longer require an owner to share a tenant’s lease application or credit report (which typically contain sensitive personal information) with the HOA.

The new law does NOT prohibit association rules from requiring a copy of a lease or placing any other restrictions on leasing. This law is already effective.

Action items: Talk to our attorneys about any current leasing rules you may have – we recommend adopting new rules that comply with this law rather than relying on your current rules being voided to the extent they conflict with the new laws.

HOA SOLAR-POWERED STOP SIGNS:
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

This law allows an HOA to install a "solar powered light-emitting diode (LED) stop sign." The street must be within the HOA's jurisdiction, the sign must be approved by the municipality, and the HOA is responsible for the sign’s maintenance. This law is already effective.

HOA BOARD ELIGIBILITY:
Applicable to HOAs only (not condos).

Under current law any person who has been convicted of a crime of moral turpitude is prohibited from serving on an HOA board if this crime is brought to the association’s attention. The new law alters this prohibition to allow anyone convicted of a crime of this type more than 20 years in the past to serve on the board.

HOA AND CONDO GENERATORS:
Applicable to HOAs and condos.

This new law allows owners to install emergency generators. The association may impose limits and restrictions on generators but may not prohibit them outright. The new law allows HOAs to impose location requirements, screening requirements, and other similar requirements. For example, HOAs and condo associations can (and should!) adopt rules to prohibit generators from being installed on common areas. Without rules in place, arguably owners can place generators of any size at any location – even in the common areas. This law is already effective.

Talk to your POA attorney about adopting rules regarding generators – We recommend ALL HOAs and condo associations adopt rules as soon as possible to address this issue. Without adopted rules, a POA arguably cannot maintain control over emergency generators (e.g. cannot prevent a generator of any size, color, etc. from being installed on an owner’s front lawn or in the common area).

CONDO RESALE CERTIFICATES:
Applicable to condos only (not HOAs).

The new law requires new information be provided on a condo resale certificate, namely: the association’s current operating budget and balance sheet and a statement of all transfer fees (including the amount, a description of the fee, and to whom the fee is paid). The condo resale certificate law now essentially mirrors the HOA resale certificate law.
**Condo Construction Defect Suit Restrictions:**
*Applicable to condos only (not HOAs).*

This law greatly restricts an association’s ability to file a construction defect lawsuit. In the name of curtailing what some argue are frivolous lawsuits, it requires condo associations to jump through a large number of hoops prior to filing a construction defect lawsuit. Among the hoops are:

* suit must be approved by 50% vote of all owners;

* notice to the potential adverse party (the builder or the developer) prior to any engineering work; opportunity for adverse party to be present when the association’s engineer does its evaluation;

* notice of all engineer opinions must be provided by the association to the adverse party before the association can even vote on filing suit (forces the association to disclose things that are currently not required to be disclosed until the lawsuit discovery process); and

* the association must hire a third party to appraise the likelihood of success of the claim, the amount of costs and fees for which the association may be liable, how the association will fund the costs of the claim, and various other items, and provide this notice to all owners before taking a vote on filing suit.

**Condo Sprinkler Systems:**
*Applicable to condos only (not HOAs).*

This law requires that condo buildings taller than 75 feet have fire protecting sprinkler systems installed. The law applies in incremental steps requiring varying levels of compliance between 2018 and 2027. The scope of this law was greatly limited before it passed thanks in a large part due to TCAA’s efforts. As stated above the law only applies to condos in San Antonio where 50% of more of the condo’s residents are elderly or disabled.

**Solar Devices:**
*Applies to HOAs and condos.*

In HOAs or Condos with over 50 lots or units. Under current law, POAs can only place certain restrictions on the installation of solar panels, but during a development period the developer may prohibit or restrict the installation of solar panels in any manner. Under the new law, in developments with 51 or more lots/units, the developer must follow the same rules as an association regarding restrictions on solar panel installation.

**Important Legislation THAT DID NOT PASS This Session:**

Every legislative session TCAA board members and volunteers spend literally countless hours in efforts to oppose or amend legislation that may be well intentioned, but has the effect to negatively affect POAs and their governance. Here is a list of just some of the bills that did not pass, some of which would have been favorable but did not have enough wide-spread support, some of which would have been very detrimental and TCAA strongly opposed:

**House Bill 971: Increased Board Member Liability.**

TCAA strongly opposed House Bill 971, which would have imposed significant personal liability on board members and increased liability for all HOAs. It did NOT pass!
If passed this bill as filed would have required all board members to read all deed restrictions applicable to the HOA (in some cases hundreds of pages), read all statutes applicable to the HOA, and then sign an affidavit that they had done this reading assignment. Furthermore, the bill would have imposed potential personal liability on a board member if the HOA made an error in not following the deed restrictions or law. Thanks to all of you who assisted with calls and letters to legislators to defeat this harmful bill!

SB 748: Propane Tanks
This bill as-filed would have given owners the right to install above-ground propane tanks without allowing the association to place any restrictions on the installation (other than to require screening). The POA would not have had any rights to control placement, size or similar aspects of the installations. Rep. Isaac, the bill’s author, worked to address TCAA’s concerns and the bill was amended into a favorable format, but ran out of time to pass.

HB 1178: Voiding the Monopoly for Propane Providers
This bill would have voided dedicatory instruments that created a perpetual monopoly for one company to furnish the gas for a community’s propane system.

HB: 907: Halfway Houses
This bill would have given local governments more authority to regulate the location and density of halfway houses. The bill also included a requirement for public notice before opening a halfway house.

HB 1064: Sex Offenders
This bill would have clarified and expanded the areas that sex offenders on community supervision are prohibited from living or working.

HB 1142: Right of Owner to Remove Trees
This bill would have given home owners the right to cut down any tree the owner “believed” to be a fire hazard. There was no requirement for the belief to be reasonable or to be verified by a fire professional. This bill would have removed an association’s right to enforce restrictions on tree removal. TCAA opposed this bill.

SB 1244; SB 1535: Amending a Declaration
This bill would have reduced the percentage required to amend a declaration from 67% of all owners to 60% of a quorum of owners at a meeting. TCAA opposed this bill as filed and worked with the author on more agreeable language, but the bill’s language as amended did not have widespread enough support to pass.

HB 2999: Guns
This bill would have prohibited a POA from imposing any restrictions on lawful gun use.

HB 3460: Flags
This bill would have added several types of flags to those that a homeowner must be allowed to fly without POA restriction.

SB 1538: Telecommunication Contracts
This bill would have prohibited exclusive contracts between a POA and a telecommunications provider.
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